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Summary & Objectives 

 

In preparation for field work for Research on the financial status of domestic workers 

in Kenya, Global Research Insights conducted a desk research to determine the 

current financial standing of domestic workers in Kenya: their opportunities, their 

challenges, their financial needs and how technology can be used as a panacea, 

trends in the development of domestic work as well as the impact of Covid-19 on this 

segment. 

 

General Objectives 
 

To find out how domestic workers in Kenya leverage formal and informal financial 

solutions in managing their daily obligations, invest for the future and mitigate risk. 

 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify challenges/opportunities that domestic workers have in the real 

economy and what role finance plays. 

2. Establish formal/informal financial solutions they use (advantages and 

disadvantages) 

3. Identify unmet domestic worker’s financial needs. (How Homecare App and 

PowerApp can address these needs) 

4. Review power's financial offering and FSD Kenyans credit risk fund support. 

5. Find out key trends and developments in the Kenyan domestic work industry. 

(Impact of Covid 19, digital platforms similar to HCM available and how 

technology can be used to innovate more value enhancing financial status). 
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Methodology 
This phase of the Domestic Workers’ research/ study was conducted through a 
Quantitative Desk research methodology where multiple sources were used in collating 
available, published information on domestic workers in Kenya. 
The sources for the information included, publications, policy documents, government 
depart guidelines, stakeholder reviews on the industry among others. 
 
 

Sampling & Coverage 
There was no strict sample design in this phase of the study as it involved perusing 
available data from various sources.  
 

Background 
  
Definition: 

According to section 2. of both the Employment Act and Labour Relations Act, an employee 

is a person employed for wages or a salary and includes an apprentice and indentured 

learners. Domestic workers are also employees within the meaning of the law.  

Domestic work is defined as “work performed in or for a household or households”. The term 

“domestic worker” means any person engaged in domestic work within an employment 

relationship. (ILO Convention 189). Domestic work can therefore be deduced as work that 

is done in a household with payment in exchange of services rendered. 

Domestic workers work round the home. They include, but not limited to: cleaners, cookers, 

drivers, bakers, baby sitters, guards and gardeners. 

Domestic work has been an International Labour Organization (ILO) concern since 1948 

when it adopted a resolution concerning the conditions of employment for domestic workers 

and later in 1965 adopting a resolution calling for normative action in this area.  

 

In realizing the lack of clear guidance on how to address the specificity of domestic work, in 

June 2010, the ILO convened governments, workers and employers from more than 180 

member states for its annual International Labour Conference (ILC) with the aim of 

discussing among other things new international labour standards for domestic workers. 

Recent years have witnessed increasing attention being paid to domestic work globally. In 

2008, the ILO estimated that 100 million people work in domestic service globally. According 

to the ILO, the increasing number of people involved in domestic work can be explained by 

the ageing of societies, the intensification of work and the frequent lack or inadequacy of 

policy measures to facilitate the reconciliation of family life and work. 

In 2006. The World Bank observed that the rate of population growth in Sub-Saharan Africa 

as a whole is the highest in the world. In another study it was found that young people make 

up 30% of the fastest growing proportion of Africa’s population. 
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Population Estimates for East Africa 2010 

COUNTRIES PERCENTAGE POPULATION 

 Age <15 Age<65+ 

Kenya 42 3 

Tanzania  45 3 

Uganda 49 3 

Source PRB 2010. World Population Data Sheet 2010 

 

This increasingly large group of young people does not match the capacity of Sub-Saharan 

economies to create jobs. As a result, many of the young people are unable to find 

employment, and those are often absorbed into the informal sector or become self-

employed. 

In Kenya, for example, youth (ages 15-30) make up 32% of the overall population and only 

25% of them are absorbed into the labour market annually. 

In the early1950’s when the ILO began to work towards improving the conditions of 

employment of domestic workers, the legal and working definition of a domestic worker was 

a ‘wage earner working in a private household under whatever method and period of 

remuneration who may be employed by one or several employers who receive no pecuniary 

gain from his work. 

 Domestic workers can be divided into different groups based on their work schedules and 

accommodation during work. There are those who stay with their employers (live-in), those 

who go and come (live-out). Those employed contractually and those who are called on a 

need basis 

In Kenya, domestic work is not specifically defined in the Labour Law. However, in terms of 

remuneration, domestic workers are categorized under the term ‘general labourer’ which 

includes a cleaner, children’s ayah and house servants. This is according to Labour 

commissioner Dr. Sammy Nyambari as quoted in Ulimwengu wa Kazi Afrika Mashariki 

(issue No.1, July, 2010) 

During tripartite consultative workshops in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, the following was 

the proposed definition of domestic work; 

Text of proposed Domestic Worker Convention, 2011: Article 1. 

For the purpose of this convention: - 

a) The term ‘domestic work’ means work performed in or for a household or 

households. 
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b) The term ‘domestic worker’ means any person engaged in domestic work within 

an employment relationship. 

c) A person who performs domestic work only occasionally or sporadically and not 

on occupational basis is not a domestic worker. 

Kenya passed the Domestic Workers’ Law in June 2011 following the decision of the 

Ministry of Labour to adopt the ILO convention on domestic workers. The ILO convention 

189 declares that domestic workers are entitled to the same basic labour rights as other 

workers. 

Under the Kenyan Law, domestic workers are entitled to two days of rest every week 

and an annual leave of 21 days with full salary, sick leave and maternity leave benefits, 

health care coverage and a safe workplace. In practice however, these legal protections 

are not enforced. 

Over the years, domestic work has been regarded as low class work and despite having 

a Labor Union in Kenya, rights of domestic workers are deprived because they are 

working in homes or behind closed doors. 

The 2016 Kenya Country Economic Memorandum (CEM) by the world Bank notes that 

between 2006 and 2013, 72% of the increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) came 

from the service sector. 

Surprisingly, Kenya’s domestic services largely remain untapped, despite its immense 

potential to contribute to the Kenyan economy. Domestic workers, cleaners, cooks, 

gardeners, nannies and housekeepers comprise a substantial part of half the global 

workers that is in informal employment. 

The International Labour Organization estimates that there are 67 million domestic 

workers aged15 years and older (ILO, 2015 C). About 50 million of these are estimated 

to be in informal employment, making it one of the sectors with the highest share of 

informal employment. 

Locally, domestic services are shaping up as one of the biggest employers. However, 

the domestic services sector largely remains unstructured. 

 
Domestic Services and Covid-19 

A study conducted by Oxfam concluded that the Covid-19 pandemic has caused many 

households to provide home-schooling and childcare along with increased meal 

preparation and household cleaning as lockdowns have forced people to stay at home 

and government services have shut down or become less accessible. Domestic workers 

have in turn lost their jobs. 

Women are said to be losing their livelihoods at a higher rate than men because they 

mostly work in the informal sector which is one of hardest hit economic sectors. 
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In an article by Priscilla Muhiu in the Business Daily dated November 4 2020, the effects 

of Covid-19 will shape our lives for decades to come on physical, economic and 

behavioural level. 

Prior to the pandemic, the single biggest change to society was coming through the 

advance of technology and digitalization providing greater flexibility, freedom and choice. 

Although covid-19 has forced major changes in the way we live, for the time being at 

least, it has also accelerated reliance upon digital technologies. 

The “gig” economy in Kenya has given us the freedom to work and live more efficiently 

and effectively. It has also opened a very powerful revenue stream for Africa allowing 

millions to take up flexible work on their own terms. 

In the post pandemic world, the gig economy is only going to become more important 

and more vital. Gig work is becoming increasingly important as a potential pathway to 

socio-economic development and employment creation, given Africa’s unique status as 

the continent with the youngest population but with the highest youth unemployment rate. 

According to the 2016 Jobs for Youth in Africa Report by the African Development Bank 

(AfDB), nearly 420 million youth in Africa are unemployed, while the International Labour 

Organization (ILO) estimates that the number of youth facing unemployment is expected 

to reach 830 million by 2050. 

It is against this background that the gig economy is fast gaining traction with on demand 

delivery start-ups and ride hailing apps leading the way. 

The Centre for Global Development (CGD) highlights how gig work is gradually changing 

access to jobs in Kenya, shifting the source of work away from the informal labour and 

towards digital platforms. 

Despite the gig economy being the working model of the future, it continues to face 

challenges. Current labour laws are still not conducive and African governments need to 

come up with labour laws that support workers in the informal sector as a way of 

sustaining the future of work. 

 
Kenya’s Gig Economy 

Over the last decade, the online gig economy has gradually grown in Kenya transforming 

how Kenyans access work and is gradually transitioning young Kenyans towards more 

accessible, competitive and consistent job opportunities. 

Despite the rapid expansion of the gig economy globally, there has been limited research 

to date on the size and impact of the gig economy in low and middle income countries. 

This lack of knowledge limits the investment in the development and growth of the gig 

economy and the ability of policy makers to understand the experience of workers and 

employers, thereby proving a challenge for the development of evidence based policy 

responses. 
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The gig economy refers to a labour market characterized by three features: - 

i. The worker is independent, 

ii. The work is short-term in nature, where the gig worker performs work on a 

short-term or task-by- task basis and 

iii. The worker is paid by the task as opposed to those workers who receive 

salaries or hourly wages. 

Benefits of the gig economy for workers 

✓ Gig workers buffers unemployment, increases labour force participation, enables 

economic opportunities and increases productivity. 

✓ Gig workers are afforded flexible work opportunities. 

✓ Gig workers through platforms report improved livelihoods as a result of access to 

frequent and decent jobs. 

Kenya’s gig economy is driven by the demand side especially in the transport and domestic 

service uptake by urban households. 

 
The gig economy also faces challenges; 

✓ In the domestic worker industry, price wars, the imbalance between demand and 

supply and lack of bargaining power among gig workers are key contributors of the 

race to the bottom.  

✓ Workers are subjected to high transaction fees on some local platforms and this 

substantially reduces the income gained from work conducted through the platform. 

✓ Kenya’s current labour laws and regulations are still weak with regard to social 

protection, equal employment opportunities and labour standards for gig workers. 

Like in most parts of the world, the current policies do not provide support or 

protection to the growing number of gig workers forcing them to conduct their work in 

a regulatory grey zone. 

✓ Online gig work in Kenya is still limited to urban areas. 

While the government and other developmental actors have made efforts to introduce youth 

in rural areas to digital skills and work, poor network coverage and connectivity quality, poor 

information and low awareness and trust in gig work continue to limit penetration in these 

areas. 

Women face societal and occupational barriers that limit their participation in the gig 

economy. Social norms and occupational segregation. the tendency for women to be 

employed in some sectors and not others, have significantly limited women’s engagement 

in gig work. 

The total size of the online gig economy as at 2019 was US$109 million and employing a 

total 36,573 gig workers. The total size of Kenya’s offline gig economy was US$ 5.1 million 

accounting 19.6 million gig jobs in 2019. 
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Gig work in Kenya is anticipated to experience significant growth. However, this growth is 

not quick enough to effectively address the unemployment gap in the country. While the 

sector holds significant promise to formalize Kenya’s work force, there are evident 

opportunities to catalyse faster growth of the sector. 

Collaborations between industry stake holders in a bid to unlock barriers, streamline efforts 

and set up growth drivers will be critical in unlocking gig work in Kenya. 

Prior to the pandemic, the single biggest change to society was coming through the advance 

of technology and digitalization provided greater flexibility, freedom and choice. Although 

Covid-19 has forced major changes in the way we live, for the time being at least, it has also 

accelerated reliance upon digital technologies. 

The gig economy has given us the freedom to work and live more efficiently and effectively. 

It has also opened up a very powerful new revenue stream for Africa- allowing millions to 

take up flexible work on their own terms. 

In the post pandemic world, the gig economy is only going to become more important and 

more vital. Gig work is becoming increasingly important as a potential pathway to socio-

economic development and employment creation. Given Africa’s unique status as the 

continent with the youngest population but with the highest youth unemployment rate. 

According to the 2016 Jobs for Youth in Africa Report by the African Development Bank 

(AfDB), nearly 420 million youth in Africa are unemployed while the International Labour 

Organization (ILO) estimates that the number of youth facing unemployment is expected to 

reach 830 million by 2050. 

It is against this background that the gig economy is fast gaining traction, with on demand 

delivery, start-ups and ride hailing apps leading the way. 

The Centre for Global Development (CGD) highlights how gig work is gradually changing 

access to jobs in Kenya, shifting the source of work away from informal labour and towards 

digital platforms. 

Despite the gig economy being the working model of the future, it continues to face 

challenges. Current labour laws are still not conducive and African governments need to 

come up with labour laws that support workers in the informal sector as a way of sustaining 

the future of work. 

In it’s report, Africa’s Gig Economy and the Role of Digital Finance, the CGD cites access to 

capital as another challenge. 

Gig workers in Kenya cite savings, loans and medical insurance as top financial services 

they would like to access. While platforms across Africa offer credit and insurance, savings 

appear to be under supplied. 

In the words of the CGD, ‘when we consider the future of work in Africa, the question should 

not be whether jobs will be formal or informal but how digital platforms and policymakers 
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might provide protection and benefits resembling those enjoyed by employees working 

under contract. 

There is need for regulation to make the gig economy more sustainable and less 

complicated and serve as a panacea to the unemployment challenges faced by the 

continent. 

 

The Domestic Worker Situation in Kenya 

The regulation of wages (General) (Amendment) order of 2018, provides for the minimum 

remuneration of domestic workers based on location. Domestic workers in the cities of 

Nairobi, Kisumu and Mombasa ought to be paid a minimum of Kshs. 13,572.90 per month. 

Those in former municipalities or town councils of Mavoko, Ruiru and Limuru ought to be 

paid a minimum of Kshs. 12,522.70. while those in other areas ought to be paid a minimum 

of Kshs. 7,240.95 per month excluding house allowance (valid as at September 2020). 

Domestic workers however face a problem of low income or underpayment. According to a 

Report on baseline study of Wezesha Jamii project conducted in October 2015 by Philip 

Waweru, the minimum wage of domestic workers was at Ksh. 4,867 at the time of publication 

of the report. However, the same report points out that most domestic workers are paid way 

below this minimum wage because of different factors such as their level of education, their 

skills set and their low bargaining power as well as the dominance of the employer in making 

financial decisions. 

However, it has been established in various studies that young domestic workers (Below the 

age of 18 years) are subjected to underpayment and overworking in most instances. Further, 

the key findings around the industry have been; 

 

a. Domestic workers lack benefits such as maternity cash benefits when they 

become pregnant. Sometimes in the event of pregnancy the domestic workers 

are asked to be on unpaid leave which can strain them economically.  

 

b. Domestic workers are at times dismissed unfairly from work. Given that most 

domestic workers are undocumented and do not have written contracts, in the 

event of dismissal, it could be hard to win their cases on unfair dismissal. In the 

recent past, however, the Kenyan court accept oral contracts. This is a welcome 

step but proof against employers in uh instances sometimes could become an 

uphill task. 

  

c. Lack of money for transport has been noted as one of the challenges facing 

the workers. This makes it difficult for them to arrive at their workstations and for 

those who walk, they become too exhausted to be very productive. 

 

d. Lack of finances to acquire required documents for employment. Sometimes 

as a prerequisite, employers will ask for Certificate of Good Conduct and 

Certificate of Good Health which needs money for application and processing and 

normally takes time thus they miss out on employment. 
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e. Unfair deduction of wages resulting from accidental breakages. Some 

employers fine their domestic workers heavily for breakages of home tools and 

equipment like the utensils. This leads to little or no pay at the end. 

 
 

Solutions domestic workers in their financial management 
 

a) 12% of all the respondents in the Wezesha Jamii Project Research confessed to 

having alternative sources of income. Most of these were small scale trades like 

selling fruits, vegetables and hawking merchandise. The major challenge of this 

solution is lack of capital for the domestic workers. This enables workers to meet their 

daily needs but requires time which the domestic workers lack at times due to working 

overtime. 

 

b) According to the same report by Philip, about 98% of the respondents confessed 

receiving their amount in cash.  Slightly over a third (37%) was found to save some 

money. Young domestic workers, due to age limit, are often forced to save money in 

home banks (small metallic or wooden boxes with tiny holes for insertion of the 

money). These can be accessed anytime and thus interfere with the saving discipline. 

For majority of young domestic workers, they were taken to work by their parents and 

thus part or in worst scenarios all of their salary goes to their family leaving them with 

little or nothing at all. 

 
c) Women Groups otherwise known as “Chamas”. Women organize themselves in small 

groups where they contribute money and save for investment. In case of needs, their 

financial contributions come in handy. 

Advantages:  

o Flexible loan policies easily accessible to its members. 

o Members have a support system, both emotionally and financially. 

o Lower investment risk since it is a group investment. 

o Flexible contributions since one contributes as per their capacity. 

 

Disadvantages 

o They can affect one’s other financial obligations. 

o Some have unclear goals and drain one financially. 

o Taking microfinance loans 

Microfinance loans are a common ground for most domestic workers. However, most 

Microfinance Institutions (MFI’s) lack institutional capacity to diversify their lending 

product and offer business support programs to their clients. (World Bank, 2007). 
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Advantages: 

o Quick access to loans when an emergency occurs 

Disadvantages:  

o Financial stress,  

o High interest rates,  

o Dependence (taking and repaying loans becomes a vicious cycle. 

Unmet domestic workers’ financial needs 

About 98% of all domestic workers are paid in cash. According to the report for 

Wezesha Project, only a fifth (21%) of all respondents had a bank account. Most 

respondents had not taken formal banking product with a good number (44%) 

revealing that they use M-shwari, a mobile banking app (especially the younger ones 

between 15-20 year olds) to save normally an average of Ksh. 1, 313 a month. About 

45% save through chamas especially the older ones (41+ year olds). 

According to a joint report by the Kenya Union Of Domestic Hotels Educational 

Institutions Hospitals and Allied Workers (KUDHEIHA), International Domestic 

Workers Federation (IDWF) and The Global Alliance Against Traffic in Women 

(GAATW) (2019), Migrant domestic workers do not have bank accounts in Kenya and 

use predominantly Paypal to send money to their kin in Kenya. Most prefer to send 

to their parents as opposed to their spouses for fear of misuse. It is still noted in the 

report that their funds still end up being used for other purposes than their intended. 

For lack of options, some send their money to the Recruitment Agencies trusting them 

to convey to their families which sometimes end up extorting money from them and 

in worst scenarios, little or no money reaches their families. 

 

a) Need for creative alternative employment in small scale business. It was noted in 

the report by Philip that 60% of respondents in the study offer financial assistance 

to their relatives. Most Domestic Workers expressed the desire to have an 

alternative source of income to complete their earnings from their domestic work. 

b) Need for investment, financially and socially. Most domestic workers are feeding 

from hand to mouth. They need to invest so that they can have a ground to stand 

on in the future. A system of tax deduction of employee currently exists in France. 

Introduced in 1993, the system proposes deductions by employers of domestic 

workers from their employee’s salary which goes to the social protection 

contributions. (ILO, 2010). 

c) Need for job security in form of legalized documents. As noted by numerous 

reports, most domestic workers lack job security because they are not engaged 

by their employers on contractual basis. Their work is normally undocumented 

and in the event of unfair dismissal from work, legal suits are hard for the domestic 

worker to win. 
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Key trends and developments in the Kenyan domestic 
worker market and the impact of COVID-19. 

There is an increased migration of Kenyan domestic workers to countries of the Middle 

East (Source: KUDHEIHA, IDWF and GAATW, 2019). This is attributed to lack of jobs, 

better pay and search of better working conditions. With Covid-19 pandemic still 

dominating, countries have imposed travel restrictions and bans but still, domestic 

workers still find their way out of the country through travel agencies. 

According to Communication dated 25th January 2021, the Cabinet Secretary for Labor 

and Social Services, Mr. Simon Chelugui says the Ministry is seeking to increase migrant 

workers from 3 million to 10 million. He further advocates for fast tracking travel 

documents and procedures. This is a move that will see many migrants seek job 

overseas. 

Increased workload. In the recent years, domestic workers have been prone to being 

overworked while being underpaid. In the recent past, however, with the onset of Covid-

19, disruption in the normal life cycle has impacted the work of domestic workers. With 

schools’ closure, an overwhelmed health care system and employees who are not 

frontline workers being asked to work from home as much as they can, there is increase 

in people who are at home and subsequently there is an increase in people to take care 

of. Taking into consideration that domestic workers are required to maintain high 

standards of hygiene, they are made to work for longer hours with no salary increment 

for the extra work. 

With travel restrictions and lockdown in Kenya, many domestic workers are locked out 

of employment since they cannot access areas where they used to work previously. 

These sentiments were shared by Ruth Mumbi, a domestic workers activist on Spice FM. 

According to a publication by IDFW, with the Covid-19, employers dismissed unlawfully 

their domestic workers. Some of them are employed but do not have the job security 

since they are not on contractual basis. 

Reduced pay/ payment in instalments/ lack of pay. With incomes disrupted for both 

employers and employees, some employers are not able to pay their employees full 

salary and some end up being paid in instalments or not receiving payment at all. This 

especially becomes difficult for live-in domestic workers who are not able to go to their 

residences because of Covid travel restrictions, they end up opting to stay with 

employers who in turn pays them in kind (giving them food and accommodation in lieu of 

their salary). 

 

Lack of jobs. With the disruption of jobs, some domestic workers are laid off either 

because the employers fear contracting Covid-19 or their income have also been 

disrupted and thus they are not able to sustain domestic workers, as notes OXFAM in a 

publication. 
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Next steps informing Qualitative Focus Groups phase 
 

The outcome of the secondary data shall inform the conduct of the next phase of our 

research i.e. the qualitative Focus group discussions (FGDs). The emerging issues around 

financial behaviour among the domestic workers include;  

1. How these workers are paid- hard cash, mobile money, cash deposits etc.  

2. Health care management- How do they manage their health and their family’s health? 

Are they aware of the NHIF? Do they contribute either on their own or through their 

employers? 

3. Saving culture- How are they managing with savings, do they save at all? 

4. Understanding of their workers’ rights- Do they understand their rights as DWs? Do 

they voice their views to employers? 

5. Concerns in the industry and workplace? 

6. Working at home vs. abroad options- What are their perceptions, do they know people 

who have gone to work abroad? 

7. Gig economy management- Do they multi task to make ends meet? What areas do 

they prefer to work in? 

8. Social security management- Do they know about government policies on social 

protection? Are they contributing towards their retirement? What is their perception 

of the NSSF? 

 

The FGD tools shall incorporate the information obtained from this phase of the study. The 

areas that have been documented shall be followed up through the FGD sessions to get 

clarity on the issues. Further, the Ethnography diaries shall have provisions for a depth 

capturing of the DW’s life particularly on their interaction and behaviour with finances.  

 

The Key informant interviews shall provide an avenue to prove or disapprove documented 

information around the domestic workers. The questions developed shall be a direct offshoot 

of the secondary information collected. The respondents are expected to provide depth 

information on the industry, policy on the industry, guidelines on management of DWs and 

confirmation of held beliefs on the DW market in Kenya, especially obtaining key policy 

guidelines from government sources.  
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